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0 with 7Marcio Jose Sanchez/Associated Press The NFL draft is one of the most exciting events of the offseason. This marks the beginning of a new journey for incoming players, and franchises that need fresh hope of talent, this is the beginning of a new chapter. The first two days of the draft became
prime-time events, and round 1 holds the bulk of the well-off interest. Why? Because players in Round 1, expected to be the new faces of the NFL, can't miss the prospects that will star in the league for years to come. There is only one problem with this idea: players selected in the first round are not all
the time. Often players try to adapt to the NFL for reasons that teams had to see coming. However, when perspective drips with potential and upside down, franchises may be willing to ignore these issues. While this is early in the 2020 pre-trial process, some potential first-graders have red flags that
should not be ignored but are likely to be. Austin Jackson, OT, USC1 of 7Rick Scuteri/Associated PressNFL teams love big, athletic left tackles, and that's exactly what USC's Austin Jackson could be at the next level. Listed at 6'6 and 310 pounds, Jackson has the size of a team looking for a position. On
film, he appears to have the athleticism and quick feet they want as well. Here's the red flag, though: Jackson is a raw, youthful prospect who will be designed for his ceiling, not his floor. ... His overall strength of the game needs to improve, but he's only 20 years old, and it should come in time,' NFL
Media's Daniel Jeremiah wrote. Overall, Jackson isn't ready to play at a high level right away, but is upside down sunbathing. The problem with assembling liners based on their upside down is that sometimes the play never catches up with physical potential. Take a look at what the NFL.com Nolan
Naurozi wrote to Greg Robinson on the eve of the 2014 draft: This is only the third year sophomore and two-year starter and still needs to improve his use of hands, feet and technique. However, he is undoubtedly gifted and able to walk into the starting job with a left tackle in the pros. ... The Rams drafted
Robinson second overall, but rayed it just three seasons later. He is now on his third team and heading to free agency. Can Jackson avoid an early bust like Robinson? Absolutely, drafting a player based on what he might be in a couple of years is incredibly risky. Tou Tagowailoa, QB, Alabama2 with
7Vasha Hunt/Associated PressAs player, Alabama quarterback Tau Tagowailoa is one of the most promising prospects in this draft class. He played in two national title games, compiled a 22-2 record as a starter and had an 87-11 tachdown ratio before the interception. According to former NFL
quarterback Trent Diller, Tagowailoa could be the best quarterback prospect in this class. He's the best prospect I've ever evaluated. ... His leadership qualities are not second to none, - Dilfer, by Omar Kelly Kelly The South Florida Sun Sentinel.The red flag for Tagovailoa is linked to the injury. He
underwent ankle and hip surgeries in college and is still recovering from the latter, which stemmed from a dislocated hip. Not only should teams assess his recovery, but they also need to assess his risk of re-injury. Teams may be fine with what Tagovailoa treats 2019 as a pre-season red. Depending on
the quarterback in place, he can do it anyway. However, they will not be comfortable with assembling a quarterback who has a significant chance of suffering another serious injury. Long-term health is a concern because it could affect the team's ability to compete and because repeated injuries could
potentially lead to early retirement. Andrew Luck and Luke Kuehley are the last two examples. For Tagovailo, medical assessments at the combine will be paramount. Jacob Eison, QB, Washington3 of 7David Zalubowski/Associated PressTagovailoa isn't the only potential first-round quarterfinal with some
serious red flags. Most quarterbacks after LSU's Joe Burrow appear to be questionable prospects, and nfl team lichen. ... It's not a good overall quarterback class, that's for sure,' one NFL scout told ESPN. Washington's Jacob Eison is among a group of questionable quarterbacks -- though he could still
end up in the first round if he's running for the position. He has a lot of hand talent and physical ability, but his track record is a red flag. First, Eason lost his starting job to Georgia's Jake Fromm, another prospect who is a borderline first-round pick. Although it published decent overall figures in 2019 after
moving to Washington, it was not impressive against first-class competition. Eason passed for 3,132 yards with 23 touchdowns and eight interceptions. Still, his attitude to interceptions against Power Five schools was just 12-7. ... People are too high on him when they haven't played anyone, but he's
really back on Earth. I also don't think we love his mental makeup,' NFL Bleacher Report scout draft analyst Matt Miller said in October.With two full seasons of starting experience and some questionable production, Eason's college career is itself a red flag. Justin Herbert, QB, Oregon4 with 7Butch
Dill/Associated PressOregon quarterback Justin Herbert is another signal-caller with some red flags. Although his physical instruments are not questioned and he had a strong production-he passed for 3,471 yards with 32 tachdowns and six interceptions in 2019-his mental toughness and leadership
ability were in question. He lacks a killer mentality,' said one Miller scout.Consistency and decision-making were also issues for Herbert in college. The more tape I watch, the more it is me, ESPN project analyst Todd McShay wrote. While sequencing issues can be fixed and he can learn to make better
decisions, questions about his mental makeup may be for some NFL teams. The players will fight for a quarterback they can believe and that just can't be Herbert. ... I never understood love with this child. He can look the part, but he'll get someone fired, scout Miller said. He doesn't have one. Henry
Ruggs III, WR, Alabama5 with a 7Vasha Hunt/Associated PressPerse draft is likely to include a number of wide receivers. Led by Alabama's Jerry Jeudi and Oklahoma's CeeDee Lamb, the wide receiver class could be deeper than any other group this year. Jeudi's teammate Henry Ruggs III may well
become one of the wide directions selected in the first round. No one will be surprised if he will. He has adequate dimensions (listed at 6'0, 190 pounds), decent hands and solid production - he caught 40 passes for 746 yards and seven touchdowns in 2019.However, Ruggs is not a polished receiver. He
was productive in Alabama almost exclusively because of his ability to burn past the secondary. ... Ruggs has taken a step forward as a route-runner this season, but his game is all about speed , ESPN draft analyst Mel Kiper Jr. wrote. As Gordon Gekko might have said if he were an NFL scout, the
speed is good. However, when the receiver's only notable asset is his speed, it's a red flag. NFL teams love speed, but speed alone doesn't always translate to NFL success. Had that happened, 2017 ninth overall pick John Ross would have had more than 716 career receiving yards. Ruggs has never
been the best receiver on the field in Alabama - he was pushed out by both Jeudi and Devonta Smith in 2019. Even if his speed translates to the NFL, he may never be more than an extra pass catcher. TERRELL LEWIS, EDGE, Alabama6 with 7Butch Dill/Associated PressEdge-rusher Terrell Lewis is
another Alabama prospect carrying a pair of red flags in the pre-trial process. Like Tagovayloa, the injuries are a concern. He was limited to 26 collegial games because of a torn elbow ligament and then a torn ACL. ... There are problems with durability with this player,' Jeremiah wrote. Lewis can still
become a force in the NFL. He looked part of the professional's future in 2019 when he amassed six sacks and 11.5 snaps for loss. However, injuries are a legitimate concern for a physical defender. His limited playing time also makes him a relatively inexperienced and raw prospect. [He] will get the ball
later in games and there are concerns with long-term conditioning that would make sense given the time he missed through injury, wrote Benjamin Solak of The Draft Network. Should see a more deliberate rush plan before it cashes in on physical instruments. If Lewis can refine his technique, he'll have a
chance to become the NFL's premier quarterback. However, he will also have to stay healthy along the way. Given its history, there is no guarantee that either will happen. Delpit, S, LSU7 with 7Gerald Herbert/Associated PressLSU safety Grant Delpit was a productive player on the Defense. He
amassed 65 sacks, two sacks and two interceptions in 2019, helping the Tigers land the biggest prize in college football. He also took home the Jim Thorpe Award given to the top defensive back in college football. Initially blushing, Delpit looks like he can't miss a defensive run. However, as you dig
further into his performances on the field, some red flags appear. Perhaps most disturbing is his penchant for missed snasts. That was a problem because he missed a couple of big ones in the Texas game early on, but concerns only grew, wrote Yahoo Sports' Eric Edholm. Delpit has missed two or more
tackles in seven of eight games since then and had a brutal time at Bama, having missed four tackles in that game. The downside of the playing tape season in 2019 is also a concern. Ankle and shoulder failure plagued him, as did a game that too often looked disinterested, Miller wrote. Scouts may look
at Delpit's athletic ability and be in awe, but his actual game all season has left something to be desired. With the help of game and filming; results of all the stars of the game, THE NFL SCAU and about days; As well as interviews with NFL team sources, Nolan Naurozi compiled 500 promising profiles for
this year's draft, all of which can be found in the NFL .com draft. His draft board, which consists of his 50 top-ranked players, is lower. Players rate accordingly: 9.00-10 -- Once in a lifetime player 8.00-8.99 -- Perennial All-Pro 7.50-7.99 -- Future All-Pro 7.00-7.04 9 -- Pro Bowl-caliber player 6.50-6.99 --
Chance to become a Pro Bowl-caliber player 6.00-6.49 -- Should become an instant starter 5.50-5.99 -- Chance to become an NFL 1 starter. Jadeveon Clowney, DE, South Carolina Physical Sample with a rare speed-sized combination, Clowney wasn't as influential as a junior during the game because
of injuries and was forced to deal with opposing offenses that fully accounted for him with extra chip defense. He was a 20-year-old junior who suffered a turnover on the defensive coaching staff. Can benefit enormously from a stable positional coach and a strong, veteran mentor on the defensive line
who will hold him accountable, show him the way and serve as a father figure. Is one of the most unique talents in the draft and can easily be a double-digit producer sacked in the pros from either end. Each bit is worthy of the first general choice and immediately modernizes the defensive line and
improves the production of others. Rating: 7.5 | Draft projection: Round 1 (top 10) 2. Greg Robinson, OT, Auburn Big, strong, athletic, outspent OT with raw potential to become premier, the franchise left tackle. This is only the third year sophomore and two-year starter and still need to improve the use of
hands, feet and technique. However, he is undoubtedly gifted and able to walk into the starting job of the left tackle in and pave the way in running Rating: 7.45 | Project projection: Round 1 (top 10) 3. Sammy Watkins, WR, Clemson's rightful No 1 receiver, who came out on the field as a true freshman and
made an immediate, volatile impact. Was slowed by injuries like sophomore but responded with a strong junior season and closed out his career as one of the most influential receivers in school history. Has the rare speed, soft hands and ability of the big game to challenge the NFL's defensive backs as a
rookie. Rating: 7.3 | Project projection: Round 1 (top 10) 4. Jake Matthews, OT, Texas A&amp;A M Smart, a tough, versatile franchise left tackles capable of playing all five positions on the line. Can connect to the starting lineup immediately and will play for a long time at a consistently high level. One of
the safest elections in the draft, Matthews' best position may even be the center. Rating: 7.25 | Project projection: Round 1 (top 10) 5. Khalil Mack, OLB, Buffalo Chaos-sower rush linebacker with a blast and acceleration to surpass as the right defensive end in the front 40, Mack demonstrated instincts,
toughness, athletic ability and explosive power to line up in any linebacker position in the even or odd front and factor willingly. Is a four-year starter who made an immediate impact upon his arrival and is well primed for an NFL game. Looks every bit the part, comes from a modest, grounded family and
offers a full package to become an impact performer in the pros. Grade: 7.2 | Project projection: Round 1 (top 10) 6. Anthony Barr, OLB, UCLA A very destructive, athletic sample with the potential of a pass rush to easily emerge as a double-digit bag maker. Far from being a finished product and his best
football is still ahead of him. Rating: 6.52 | Project projection: Round 1 (top 10) 7. Mike Evans, WR, Texas A&amp;A M Evans is a big, physical, strong, West Coast possession receiver with a playmaking opportunity that projects as a No 2 in the pros where he will earn his money as a chain mover and red
zone target. Rating: 6.42 | Project projection: Round 1 (top 15) 8. C.J. Mosley, ILB, Alabama Smart, instinctive, fast-flowing, every down linebacker is able to manning any position in 40 front or steering defenses from a weak side in the front 30, where he starred for the National Championship defense as
a junior and carried tidal as a senior. Rating: 6.42 | Project projection: Round 1 (top 15) 9. Justin Gilbert, CB, Oklahoma State's most talented coverage angle in this year's draft class, Gilbert has the size, speed and flexibility for blanket receivers at the next level. Also brings strike abilities as a kick



returner. Rating: 6.38 | Project projection: Round 1 (top 15) 10. Aaron Donald, DT, Pittsburgh Short, a meticulous, instinctive, high-performance defensive penetrator who doesn't look the part but inspires confidence that he can be an exception to the rule. This is the type for which you and has the speed
of the first step, step, and the engine appears as chaos-seeding three techniques in a fast flowing 4-3 circuit. Rating: 6.34 | Project projection: 1st round. Calvin Prior, FS, Louisville Perhaps the most explosive hitter in this year's crop of safeties, Pryor is a big, physical hammer in the running game that
brings the ability to intimidate and wipe. Factor in his instincts and range, and Pryor has the ability to start as a rookie. Rating: 6.32 | Project projection: Round 1 (top 15) 12. Taylor Swan, OT, Michigan Experienced, grace left tackles with the length, agility and temperament to hold on to the starting job for
a long time. Nuanced in pass protection and fits best into slide side movement, sliding pitch, zone-based lock diagram. Rating: 6.31 | Project projection: 1st round. Ryan Shazier, OLB, Ohio State Shazier offers a tremendous mix of speed, wrestling and coverage skills to become a playmaker as a 4-3 Will
big-hitter or possibly a 3-4 weak back if protected by a block occupying a nose tackle. The value increases by the fact that he does not have to leave the field. Rating: 6.3 | Project projection: 1st round. Eric Ebron, TE, North Carolina High-Athletic, high-performance F tight end, loaded with upside down
and mismatched capabilities. Possesses the speed, movement skills, arms and running skills after catching out to appear as a playing weapon in the pros, although he has room to continue to develop as a blocker. Rating: 6.29 | Draft projection: Round 1 Extremely motivated, dynamic, game receiver,
Lee's junior season suffered from shoulder, knee and leg injuries and a revolving door at the head coach, of which he cycled through three. Rating: 6.26 | Project projection: 1st round. Zach Martin, OT, of Notre Dame Athletic, a smart, competitive, reliable college left tackle whose length dictates
movement inside, where he has the ability to plug in and play in the lock zone scheme. One of the cleanest prospects in this year's draft. Rating: 6.23 | Project projection: 1st round. Blake Bortles, QB, Central Florida possesses perfect size, athletic ability, intangibles and enough arm strength to develop
into a quarterback upper echelon. Not yet a franchise quarterback, but has all the physical ingredients to become an outstanding NFL starter, and his arrow rises very clearly. Rating: 6.22 | Project projection: 1st round. Bradley Roby, CB, Ohio State Urgently, is a confident, competitive athlete with an
intriguing combination of speed, suddenness, ball skills and ability to tackle. Has wide appeal given its versatility scheme, and should be able to contribute easily as a nickel slot quarterback and special teams contributor. Rating: 6.18 | Project projection: 1st round. Odell Beckham, WR, LSU A talented,
competitive, productive, inconsistent college split end that projects as a big-game receiver in the pros. versatility to switch between X, Z and slot given its ability to Field and run after the catch. Rating: 6.16 | Project projection: 1st round. Teddy Bridgewater, QB, Louisville A calculated, football smart, high-
precision rhythm pass, Bridgewater is best suited to inject warm weather or domed environments such as those most common in the Southern divisions. Will stand to benefit greatly from the work of a short, dink-and-dunk rhythm passing game. Rating: 6.15 | Project projection: 1st round. Carlos Hyde, RB,
Ohio State Great, is a strong, powerful function of the NFL back who carried the Buckeyes' offense as a senior and proved he could be a workhorse. Solid all around, the piece runner is well built for the physicality of AFC North. Rating: 6.15 | Project projection: Rounds 1-2 22. Darkese Dennard, CB,
Michigan State Solid built, athletic, instinctive, press man coverage of the man who took his game to another level as a senior. Brings intensity, confidence and competitiveness to the corner. Offers size to lock horns with larger receivers, and has a ceiling as a No 2 human coating. Grade: 6.14 | Project
projection: 1st round. Derek Carr, QB, Fresno State Athletic, a tough, instinctive, strong armed, highly competitive quarterback who will impress with workouts, interviews and on the board, and has improved his draft standing with those skills in the postseason. Will be a starter sooner rather than later, and
the extent to which he is able to make others better will determine his ceiling. Rating: 6.14 | Project projection: 1st round. Stephon Tuitt, DE, Notre Dame Halking, a long-armed, physically gifted defensive lineman with the coveted size, strength, athleticism and versatility to appeal as a five-technique either
as a defensive tackle or baseline end at 4-3. Rating: 6.14 | Project projection: 1st round. Kelvin Benjamin, WR, Florida State Tight end size, intimidation, big receiver with a rare wingspan, Benjamin has total strength, length and wide catch radius that will require additional coverage to be rolled his way. A
very intriguing inconsistency of weapons with rising talent. Rating: 6.13 | Project projection: 1st round. Johnny Manziel, QB, Texas A&amp;A M A once in a generation, run, ad-lib, sandlot-style quarterback who has consistently won games playing brand fast-paced, jailbreak football that often goes
scripted and can be difficult to play plan with and against. Defied the odds and proved to be a big quarterback of the college system, but still has to prove he is willing to work hard to be great, adjust his tough evening, Hollywood lifestyle and be able to inspire his teammates more than his ability to play.
Rating: 6.12 | Project projection: Rounds 1-2 27. Demarcus Lawrence, DE, Boise State Free, explosive, long-time athlete, Lawrence consistently puts pressure on the edge and intimidates quarterbacks. Lack of perfect stoutness at point attack but can thrive as a 4-3 right end or 3-4 rush and should
contribute easily to the Fall. Rating: 6.06 | Draft projection: Rounds 1-2 (top 50) 28. Ra'Shede Hageman, DT, Minnesota A raw, transformed tight end with a basketball background, Hageman is a big, athletic, sophisticated three technique with intriguing dimensions and movement skills that fits best into an
aggressive, one-pinch scheme where he could fire into gaps. Rating: 6.04 | Draft projection: Rounds 1-2 (top 50) 29. Ha Ha Clinton-Dix, FS, Alabama Hype exceeded its performance in Tuscaloosa, but Clinton-Dix offers initial-caliber instincts, range, reach skills and the ability to tackle both free security.
Should be a Day 1 starter. Rating: 5.99 | Project projection: Round 1. Brandin Cooks, WR, Oregon State Short, a fast, excellent footy receiver who wasn't affected by the Steelers' 2013 third-round departure of Marcus Whitton, established himself as a playmaker in his own right, leading the nation with
133 yards per contest as a junior. Rating: 5.99 | Draft projection: Rounds 1-2 (top 50) 31. Kyle Fuller, CB, Virginia Tech Narrow gauge, confident, competitive corner outside the man/zone with pleasant length, field speed and awareness. Capable of contributing early on special teams and subparauses.
Rating: 5.97 | Project projection: Rounds 1-2 32. Louis Nicks, NT, Notre Dame Knicks are not entering the NFL with momentum, having coped with knee tendinitis before season-ending surgery to repair a torn left meniscal, and too often his greedy personality and media hype overshadowed his
performance. Rating: 5.94 | Draft projection: Rounds 1-2 (top 50) 33. Jason Verrett, CB, TCU Hard, meticulous, oversized nickel back with the potential to rise to No 2 CB if he can stay in one piece. Not a physical prototype for the position, but compensates for outstanding athleticism, burning speed and
tenacious temperament. Rating: 5.92 | Project projection: Round 2. Donte Moncrief, WR, Mississippi Big, a physically gifted X receiver with deep speed, jumping potential and ability to play. May appear as receiver No 1 or No 2 in vertical passing offense. A solid combine showing and about the day of
training rose his standing project. Rating: 5.92 | Draft projection: Rounds 1-2 Doesn't look the part and was misjudged when forced to play left tackle for the Bruins, but Sou-a-Filo is more effective than he is enough. Drafts are best on left guard, where he has the starter-caliber ability in the power scheme,
though he's athletic enough to appeal to zone teams, too. Rating: 5.92 | Project projection: Rounds 1-2 36. Tre Mason, RB, Auburn Mason is a compactly built, excellent kicking runner with a balanced skill set to deserve 20 touches per game at the next level. Is placed in several circuits and has chops to
make an impact as a beginner. Rating: 5.88 | Project projection: Round 2 37. Jeremiah Attaochu, OLB, Georgia Tech Attaochu - young, drunk, a relentless marginal throw that profiles as 3-4 just outside linebacker. linebacker. well and looks like a reliable, long-lasting starter, given its passing ability, motor
and makeup. Rating: 5.88 | Project projection: Rounds 2-3 38. Joel Bitonio, OT, Nevada Nevada Undervalued College left tackles that best projects inside the pros. Displays tenacity, foot drive and meant a streak that is highly coveted by OL trainers and could lead to its draft status. Rating: 5.84 | Project
projection: 2nd round 39. Timmy Jernigan, NT, Florida State A little oversized, solidly built, country-strong stopper with the ability to drop anchor inside the odd front and develop into a solid, 3-4 nasal motoring tackle. Rating: 5.84 | Project projection: Rounds 1-2 (top 50) 40. Horses Ealy, DE, Missouri
Great, athletic, rising pass-rush talent with the size, bang and flexibility to put pressure on the edge as the right defensive end. Not a finished product, but should only become more destructive, as its strength, technique and savvy catch up with its natural physical abilities. Rating: 5.82 | Project projection:
Rounds 2-3 41. Jimmy Garoppolo, QB, Eastern Illinois possesses the physical tools to eventually earn the NFL starting work in the rhythm of passing the game with continued refinement, but more of a caretaker than a game changer and will require some patience adapting to an NFL game. Rating: 5.82 |
Project projection: Round 2. Cyrus Cuangio, OT, Alabama Massive, leggy, inconsistent, overworked college left tackles whose enormous size, raw tools and high ceiling are far more attractive than his quick performance at this stage of his development. Rating: 5.82 | Draft projection: Rounds 1-2 (top 50)
43. Davante Adams, WR, Fresno State Rank, confident receiver possession with starter-caliber, positional traits. Lacks top speed and strength. As a 21-year-old, the third-year sophomore entering the project early is still growing in his body and developing underlying strength. Rating: 5.78 | Project
projection: Round 2. AJ McCarron, QB, Alabama Effective Gaming Managing Quarterback, who has shown he can carry offense from time to time throughout his career but is more likely to depend on a terrific supporting cast. Scores are most highly for his intangibles and decision-making. Rating: 5.76 |
Project projection: Round 2 45. Ja'Wuan James, OT, Tennessee Big, a strong, heavy pass protector with good balance, anchor strength and manual use to handle power and speed. Does not affect the run of the game in the same way and almost appears more designed for the left side in the pros.
Grade: 5.76 | Draft projection: Rounds of 2-3 High-Motor College left the defensive end perhaps fit for a rush linebacker role in the pros. Has demonstrated the desire, work habits and competitiveness to develop into a productive edge rusher if it can stay healthy and programmed to go get only a
quarterback. Rating: 5.75 | projections: Top 50 47. Deon Bucanon, USA, Washington, good size, size, physical security, which stands out as a direct attacker on tape and sets the tone. Has coverage limitations but brings aggressiveness and intensity to carve out a niche as a box descent defender and
major special teams player. Rating: 5.74 | Project projection: Rounds 2-3 48. Gabe Jackson, G, Mississippi State Great, is a densely constructed, relatively nuanced blocker who brings a steady presence to the interior of the offensive line. Reliability and efficiency blocking for passes and run combined
with sterling are intangible, make him able to start as a rookie and holding the position for years to come. Rating: 5.72 | Project projection: Rounds 2-3 49. Jordan Matthews, WR, Vanderbilt Matthews - a tall, high-profile West Coast possession receiver with soft hands, professional approach and versatility
to line up inside or out and become a solid No 2 or No 3. Rating: 5.7 | Project projection: Rounds 2-3 50. Bishop Sankey, RB, Washington Sankey - an instinctive, competitive and volatile, tough low-to-earth runner. Can be effective as an extra zone runner is able to move chains and pick up a chunk of
yards. Rating: 5.69 | Draft Projection: Rounds 2-3 Follow College Football 24/7 on Twitter @NFL_CFB. @NFL_CFB.
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